
●  Optionally, simulators can be set to only learn the 
shape patterns that differentiate cohorts. 

●  Let  simulators’s output be 3D warping fields
                      and                     .With input images, 
the warped images can be                                .     .
●  A diffusion regularizer is added to warping field to 

preserve its smoothness: 
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Condconv Simulators can: 
● Inject/remove disease pattern
 into ctrl / diseased images.
● Get highest Normalized 
Cross Correlation(NCC) score.
● Generate visualization that is 
most similar to ground truth.
● Preserve subject-specific
 pattern.
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train simulator networks that can warp a given 
image to inject or remove patterns of the disease. 
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Abstract

● We combine two simulators into a coherent model 
via Conditional Convolution:

The weight of each sub-kernel       is determined via 
a routing function with t being the task label:  
     
where      are the learnable parameters. 

Method I. Conditional Convolution 

Method III. Cycle-Consistent Image-to-Image Simulation Experiments II. NeuroImaging Experiments

● Two simulator networks      and       are trained.                    /                    adds 
/ removes the ‘disease pattern’ from a control / diseased input.

● The simulators are enforced to produce a logit shift greater than a pre-defined 
threshold    for each subject. This logit shift loss is:

● Cycle-consistent loss helps simulators recover the original input from a 
simulated image. The loss form is:

Method II. Learning Warping Fields

I.  Visualizing the effect of Alzheimer’s Disease

II.  Visualizing the effect of Alcohol Use Disorder
Experiments I. Synthetic Experiments

●  Our simulator successfully injects [(a) -> (b)] / removes 
[(d) -> (e)] the disease pattern of AD. 

●  Enlarging / reducing Ventricles and Cerebrospinal Fluid, 
and shrinking / expanding brain tissue can be seen. 

●  Jacobian map visualization captures better disease 
pattern compard with other baseline methods.

●  Group level visualization is also shown below.

●  Regions with the most severe atrophy are located in the 
orbitofrontal cortex, converging with recent studies. 

●  Group differences in the volumetric measures of 4 ROI 
are tested with age and gender being the covariates.

●  All tests result in significant group difference.

The inner 
structure of 
the coupling 
CondConv 
simulators, 
with warping 
field learning.


